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•  Motivation: Existing approaches to blockchain sharding require extensive coordination, and 
introduce livelocks for smart contracts.   

•  Contribution: a novel paradigm for sharding (or parallelizing) smart contract execution by separating 
execution from consensus; two ways of applying this paradigm to blockchains. 

Saber: sharding by separating execution from consensus 

•  Consensus nodes (CNs): 

•  Maintain and lock states 

•  Check and order transactions 

•  Execution nodes (ENs): 

•  Grouped into different “shards” (honest majority of each) 

•  Execute the ordered transactions directly 

•  Advantages: 

•  No intra-shard coordination or livelocks ([HFXWLRQ�QRGHV���Q�V��
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Execution sharding for Ethereum 

•  Separation only in logic 

•  CNs: original Ethereum miners collectively 

•  order transactions via PoW 

•  designate shards for parallel execution 

•  ENs: miners registering to the ShardingManager contract 

•  nodes execute transactions off-chain  

•  submit the results by making a new transaction 

•  Sharding management 

•  Ethereum miners can Register by deposit some Ether  

•  They are periodically assigned to different shards via Shuffle 

•  r is an unbiased random number generated off-chain 

1: contract ShardingManager
2: pk[] EN s
3: pk[][] shards
4: TX[][] tasks
5: int sid . initialized as 0
6: int m . number of shards
7:
8: function Register()
9: add caller’s pk to EN s

10: end function
11:
12: function Shuffle(r)
13: verify r
14: empty shards
15: for each EN in EN s
16: i H(r, EN ) mod m
17: add EN to shards[i]
18: end function
19:
20: function Verify(i, M, e�)
21: return Verify(shards[i], e�,M )
22: end function
23: end contract

Fig. 2: Pseudocode: Sharding management for Ethereum.

which runs an expensive gene mixing algorithm to create a
new cat (line 9). This complex genetic algorithm has clogged
the Ethereuem network recently: the number of unconfirmed
transactions has remained consistently above 15 000 [38].
Next, we show that transactions calling the giveBirth function
with different matronIDs can be executed by different shards
in parallel. Thus, the throughput can be significantly improved.

1: contract CryptoKitties
2: Kitty[] kitties
3:
4: function giveBirth(matronID)
5: matron  kitties[matronID]
6: check matron’s validity
7: sireID  matron.siringWithID
8: sire  kitties[sireID]
9: childGenes  mixGenes(matron.genes, sire.genes) .

expensive operation
10: kitten  creatKitty(childGenes)
11: add kitten to kitties
12: end function
13: end contract

Fig. 3: Pseudocode: Original CryptoKitties.

Fig. 4 shows a sharded version of CryptoKitties contract.
It has a variable called sm, which is initialized with the
contract address of ShardManager (line 2). Therefore, we can
directly use the ShardManager contract via sm. A transaction
TX calling the giveBirth function will call the giveBirth lock
function instead (line 6). CN s first checks if the targeted
matron has been locked (line 7), i.e., being accessed by other
transactions. If not, they check matron’s validity (line 11), e.g.,
whether it is a valid cat, whether it is pregnant, and whether

its time has come. Then, they designate an idle shard for
the execution of TX (line 12). They also record the current
block number, i.e., height of the current blockchain (line 14).
Next, they lock this matron by putting hmatronID, shardID,
blockNum,TXi into the locks array (line 15), and put TX into
the tasks array of the designated shard (line 16). Finally, they
put this transaction into the blockchain and update the state,
as normal Ethereum miners.

Once TX is confirmed on the blockchain, each EN
i

in the
designated shard runs the mixGenes function off-chain, signs
the result childGenes, and sends the signature �

i

to the shard
leader shards[i][0]. The shard leader combines the received
signatures into a single multisignature e�, and issues another
transaction TX0 calling the givenBirth unlock function. If
other EN s in shards[i] did not see TX0 after a timeout, they
send �

i

s to the second leader shards[i][1], so on and so forth,
until TX0 appears.

Upon receiving TX0, CN s first check if TX has been
confirmed (line 24) and verify the multisignature e� (line 26).
Then, they add the new kitten to the kitties array (line 29),
unlock matronID (line 30) and remove TX from tasks (line 31).
Recall that all EN s are CN s as well. So all EN s’ states
converge at this point even though they are in different shards.

Correctness arguments are discussed in Appendix B.

V. SABERLEDGER

In this section, we propose a new public and permissionless
blockchain called SaberLedger.

A. Overview
The overview of SaberLedger is shown in Fig. 5. It follows

the Saber paradigm with the following augmentations:
1) batch processing by grouping transactions into blocks;
2) proof-of-stake (PoS) for sybil-resistant identities;
3) BFT for the underlying consensus;
4) a randomness beacon for epoch transitions;
5) a distributed storage (e.g., IPFS [9]) for state sharding.

B. Identity management and epoch transition
All nodes in the system maintain a separate ledger called

identity ledger to record the sybil-resistant identities, CN s and
shards of EN s for all epochs. Recall that a node’s identity is
represented by its pk. To verify a multisignature, one can get
all the required pks from the identity ledger. This ledger can be
implemented as a smart contract that is similar to Fig. 2. Any
user can participate in SaberLedger (become a sybil-resistant
identity) by generating a key pair locally and make a deposit
to this contract. Their identities are recorded in a pk list, and
all CN s and EN s are chosen from this list. [Dawn: how is

this maintained? need to describe a little more. how is this

ledger done?][Jian: Addressed.]

We assume that an initial set of n = 3f + 1 CN s was
chosen in the bootstrapping phase of the system, and they run
a distributed randomness generation protocol (i.e., randomness
beacon, cf. Section II-E) to generate an unbiased random
number to build m shards, each of which has n0 = 2f 0 + 1

SaberLedger: public and permissionless blockchain 

•  Batch processing by grouping transactions into blocks 

•  Proof-of-stake (PoS) for Sybil resistant identities 

•  A new BFT protocol for the underlying consensus 

•  A randomness beacon for epoch transitions 

•  A distributed storage (e.g., IPFS) for state sharding 

Elastico OmniLedger Chainspace Eris SaberLedger 
support 

blockchains Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

support cross-
shard TXs No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

livelocks - Yes Yes No No 
intra-shard  

co-ordination Yes Yes Yes No No 

transparent  
to clients Yes No Yes No Yes 
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